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1 - Intro and Study Area: Lobate debris aprons (LDAs) are debris-covered glacier systems surround-
ing mesas in the mid-latitudes of Mars [1]. Many but not all LDAs exhibit clear basal re�ectors in MRO Shallow Radar 
(SHARAD) observations--this variability is not fully understood. LDA surface morphology typically displays high 
roughness sublimation-pitted “brain terrain”  [2], a candidate for reducing radar penetration by means of scattering. 
Another proposed mechanism is that the base of some LDAs are too rough, complex, or steep to be resolved. This 
mechanism can be tested by employing �ow modeling [4] to constrain the basal slope. In this study, two LDA com-
plexes in Western (WDM - F2) and Eastern (EDM - F3) Deuteronilus Mensae are studied in detail via morphologic 
characterization, ice �ow modeling, and analysis of radar sounding data to test for these two proposed mechanisms. 
WDM is a ~10km long LDA complex surrounded by �at plains, while EDM is a ~30km long LDA complex exhibiting 
nunataks and surrounded by complex topography with steep mountain slopes.

6 - Conclusions:
• It is likely that surface scattering is playing a role in differing SHARAD results between the two LDA complexes, yet it is       
unlikely that it is solely responsible.
 • While EDM brain terrain is unsoftened by mantle polygon deposits, WDM’s brain terrain is more widespread.
 • The SHARAD-derived roughness for the LDA complexes show similar distributions for EDM and WDM; EDM exhibits 
   more higher roughness values, but many observations share similar values between complexes.
• Differing basal topographies is the strongest candidate for differing SHARAD results.
 • Given the surrounding terrain, the basal topography of the EDM LDA complex is likely to be quite complex,
   with buried hillocks and troughs. Flow modeling also supports an overall steeper slope of 1.5° or more.
 • The WDM LDA base is likely to be smooth and ~0.5-1.0° (supported by flow modeling & radar).
• While we are unable to provide precise estimates of age for these features from the flow modeling,
     we have shown evidence that EDM is older than WDM, implying they were formed in di�erent events.

3 - Radar Sounding:
• SHARAD results over the WDM site (F4) typically show a strong, clear 
basal re�ector.
• Results over the EDM site (F5) show no visible basal reflectors.
• Mapping of confirmed detections and non-detections (see F1) shows a 
distinct longitudinal trend, with detections in the west and non-detec-
tions in the east.
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F5: Depth-Corrected SHARAD 
923802000 (EDM)

2 - Data and Methods:
• Radar Sounding & Surface Roughness:
 • Using MRO SHARAD observations, and comparing to clutter 
   simulations produced at UT,  LDA basal detections and non-detections
   are mapped for the DM region.
 • The algorithm of [5] is used to produce relative radar roughness over 
    WDM and EDM to compare with surface morphology.
• Flow Modeling:
 • Catchment boundaries and flowline topographic profiles are
    extracted from High-Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) topography.
 • The LDA ice flow model of [4] is run for these catchments to fit
    observations, providing constraints on basal slope, age, ice grain size
    (rheology), and �ow temperature.
  • Basal slopes modeled: 0.0°, 0.5°, 1.0°, and 1.5°.
• Geomorphic Characterization:
 • MRO HiRISE imagery acquired over the study sites is split into ~2 km x
    2 km grid cells . Grid cells are randomly chosen for characterization
    until 35-50% of the sampled surface is characterized.
 • Geomorphic units are defined and mapped based upon their 
    roughness and appearance at the 10s of meters scale.
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4 - Ice Flow Modeling:
• EDM topography was best fit by models employing a basal slope of 1.5°, while WDM
 topography was best fit with a slope of 0.5° or 1.0° (see below, T1 and F6-7 for best fits).
• EDM and WDM flow timescales were of similar magnitude when the same basal slope and
 rheology are used. The steeper basal slope required for EDM produces a longer
 timescale.
• There is a degree of equifinality in the choice of ice rheology (grain size) and flow 
 temperature--similar profiles are produced, albeit on different timescales (see T1 for 
 examples).
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5 - Geomorphic Characterization and Surface Roughness:
• WDM (F8) is dominated by smooth
 mantle polygons and open-cell
 brain terrain; EDM (F9) is dominated
 by de�ated debris cover and
 degraded or closed-cell brain 
 terrain. See T2.
• Both surfaces have a bimodal radar
 roughness distribution (F10), with
 EDM’s skewed to rougher values. 
• Flow-parallel lineations are resolved
 as bands of unmodified and 
 de�ated debris cover with brain
 terrain. Flow-      ribbed terrain often
 fills spaces between lineations.

Geomorphic Units WDM EDM
Unmodified Debris Cover 0% 8.8%
Closed-Cell Brain Terrain 0% 15.1%

De�ated Debris Cover 0% 59.4%
Flow-     Ribbed Terrain 2.6% 4.8%
Degraded Brain Terrain 9.9% 10.1%
Open-Cell Brain Terrain 43.3% 0.5%

Mantle Polygons 44.3% 1.4%
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LDA Value
Basal Slope

0.0° 0.5° 1.0° 1.5°
WDM Ste 1.29 1.16 1.15 1.39

Age (My) 7 12 23 55

EDM Ste 7.36 6.83 6.20 5.41
Age (My) 4 7 17 70

WDM Ste 1.32 1.19 1.16 1.40
Age (My) 75 120 235 550

EDM Ste 7.38 6.85 6.21 5.41
Age (My) 33 65 170 705

Ice Grain Size
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T1: Results summary, T=215K:


